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A NOTE ON INTERPOLATION OF SEMIGROUPS

V. KÉYANTUO

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. In this note, we extend the theory of interpolation of semigroups

considered by Arendt (1991) and Arendt-Neubrander-Schlotterbeck (1992) to

include the fractional order case. We then apply the results to the Schrödinger

and wave equations on LP{Q) where Í2 C R^ is open with bounded Lebesgue

measure.

1. Introduction

Let X be a Banach space and A: D(A) c X —> X a closed linear operator.

Let E be another Banach space. We shall use the notation E <-> X to indicate
that E is continuously imbedded in X. If E is such that E <-► X, we denote

by Ae the part of A in E, that is, the operator defined by

D(AE) := {x £ D(A) C\E, Ax £ E}   and   AEx = Ax   for x £ D(AE).

It is clear that AE is also closed. Note that if D(A) c E, then one has automat-
ically D(A) "—► E as a consequence of the closed graph theorem, where D(A) is

endowed with the graph norm. One can easily prove the following propositions.

Proposition 1.1. Let (T(t)) be a Co-semigroup with generator A. If® is an

interpolation functor, then the part of A in Q>(D(A) ; X) is the generator of a

Co-semigroup.

Proposition 1.2. Let (T(t)) be a uniformly bounded Co-semigroup with genera-

tor A. We assume that 0 £ p(A). Then for a > 0, the part of A in D((-A)a)

is the generator of a Co-semigroup.

We remark that the restrictions on (T(t)) in Proposition 1.2 cause no dif-

ficulty because the class of Co-semigroup generators is stable under bounded

perturbations.
We now assume that D(A") c E <-> X where zz £ N; and if n > 1, we

assume further that there exists Xq £ p(A) such that R(Xq , A)E c E (this
implies the same property for all X £ p(A)). Then in Arendt, Neubrander, and

Schlotterbeck [5] it was proved that AE is the generator of an zz-times integrated

semigroup. The simple example X = L2(0, 1), A = i A with Dirichlet or
Neumann boundary conditions, and E = L°°(0, I) shows that in general, AE
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is not a Co-semigroup generator. Actually, in this example, the domain of AE

is not dense.
In §2 we prove that if a > 0 and E is a Banach space such that D((-A)a) c

E ^> X (with R(X0,A)E c E for some Xo £ p(A) if a > 1), then AE
generates a /?-times integrated semigroup whenever ß > a. Of course if a £

N, by the result of [5] mentioned above, AE generates an a-times integrated

semigroup (§2). Similar results are derived for cosine functions (§3). In §4,

application to elliptic operators on LP(Q), where Q c RN is an open subset
with finite Lebesgue measure, enables us to make precise the results of [2] on
the Schrödinger equation.

2. Interpolation of semigroups

As announced in the introduction, we shall use the theory of fractional pow-

ers of linear operators (see Komatsu [16] for details on this subject) to obtain

interpolation results for semigroups. The corresponding results for cosine func-
tions will be considered in the next section.

We first recall some definitions concerning integrated semigroups and inte-

grated cosine functions.

Definition 2.1. Let a > 0. Then A is the generator of an a-times integrated

semigroup if (co, oo) c p(A) for some œ £ R and there exists a strongly

continuous mapping S: [0, oo) — S?(X) with \\S(t)\\ < MeM, t > 0, for
some M > 0 such that

/•OO

(2.1) R(X,A)=Xa       e-hS(t)dt   for X > max{co, 0}.
Jo

In this case, (S(t)) is called the a-times integrated semigroup generated by
A.

If a — 0, then (S(t)) is a Co-semigroup generated by A. It follows from the

uniqueness theorem for the Laplace transform that when such a family (S(t))
exists, it is unique. The same remark applies to Definition 2.2 below. It is also
worth noting that if an operator A generates a Co-semigroup (T(t)), then for

any a > 0, A generates an a-times integrated semigroup (Sa(t)) which is just

Sa(t) = T(a)~x J0(t-s)a~xT(s)xds, t>0. The converse statement is not true

(see, e.g., [1, 13, and 17] for relevant examples).

For the relationship between a-times integrated semigroups and the Cauchy

problem, see [1] or [13]. A similar notion exists and is related to the second-
order Cauchy problem.

Definition 2.2. Let a > 0. Then A is the generator of an a-times integrated
cosine function if there exist M, co £ R such that {X : X2 > co} c p(A) and

there exists a strongly continuous mapping S: [0, oo) —» S?(X) with \\S(t)\\ <
Mewt, t > 0, such that

/•OO

(2.2) R(X2,A)=Xa~x        e~x'S(t)dt   for X > max{oz, 0}.
Jo

As for the case of Definition 2.1, (S(t)) is the a-times integrated cosine

function generated by A . Similarly, for a = 0, (S(t)) is the strongly continu-

ous cosine function generated by A . The sine function corresponds to the case
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a — 1. For fundamental facts about cosine function theory one may consult

Fattorini [10]. For integrated cosine functions, see [4] or [13].

In order to prove the interpolation result for semigroups we need the fol-

lowing result from Butzer and Berens [6, p. 156], characterizing the domain
of the fractional power of the infinitesimal generator of a uniformly bounded

Co-semigroup.

Proposition 2.3. Let A  be the generator of a uniformly bounded semigroup
(T(t)) in X and 0 < a < 1. Then for x £ X we have

i      r°°
(2.3) x £ D((-A)a) & s - lim ——-/    ra~x(T(t) - I)xdt exists.

e^o i(-a) Je

In this case, (-A)ax =-s - lim£^0 rr^) /£°° t~a-x(T(t) - I)xdt.

From this we prove the following lemma.

Lemma 2.4. Let t>0, x£X. We put Uß(x)x := J0r(T-s)ß~xT(s)xds. Then

if0<a<ß<l, Uß(T)x £ D((-A)a).

Proof. Let t > 0. Then

(7/(0 - I)Up(r)x = (T(t) - I) At - s)ß~xT(s)xds
Jo

= [ (T-s)ß-xT(t + s)xds- [ (x-s)ß-xT(s)xds
Jo Jo

/t+T rt
(t + r-s)ß-xT(s)xds- / (r-s)ß'xT(s)xds.

We prove that near the origin the following estimate holds:

II ft+T fz
*/":=/     (t + T-s)ß~xT(s)xds-      (T-s)ß~xT(s)xds

\\Jt Jo

In fact, set M :— supí>0 ||r(í)x||. From the simple observation that

/t+T (t + T-s)ß~xT(s)xds

/t+x çr
(t + x-s)ß-xT(s)xds+ l  (t + x-s)ß~xT(s)xds

- i (t + T-s)ß~xT(s)xds,
Jo
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we have

sv{jf'

+

II [x ft+T
S=\\     [(t + T-s)ß~x-(T-s)ß~x]T(s)xds+        (t + x - s)ß~xT(s)xds

Il JO Jz

- [ (t + x-s)ß-xT(s)xds
Jo

(r-s)ß~x -(t + T-s)ß~x\ds

I  \t + T- s)ß~x ds+ Í (t + x- s)ß~x ds\

<M¡ (\(x -s)ß~x -(t + x-s)ß~x]ds

+ Í  \t + x-s)ß~xds + Í (t + x-s)ß~xds\

= -j{[(r -s)ß-(t + x- s)ßY0 + [(t + x- s)ß\r + [(t + x- s)ß]l0}

ß      •

This ensures the convergence of the integral in Proposition 2.3 near the origin.

The convergence at infinity poses no difficulty.   D

Remark. The following is well known,    x £ X => j0 T(s)xds £ D(A)  and

A ¡q T(s)x ds = T(t)x - x . Hence, using the closed graph theorem (see also

[11, Chapter I, Lemma 1.5]) we obtain

tt rZ tt fit     rZ

A       T(s)xdsdx —  I   T(s)xds - tx = A /    /   T(s)xdsdr
Jo     Jo Jo Jo Jo

= A\ (t - s)T(s)xds.
Jo

It follows that /0'(/ - s)T(s)xds does not always belong to D(A2), for this

would imply that D(A) = X and A is bounded. It is then easy to see that the

lemma does not hold for a > 1 (unless we are in the trivial case D(A) — X).

However, one can prove by induction that

x £ D(A") => f (t- s)nT(s)xds £ D(An+x).
Jo

We are in a position to prove the following

Theorem 2.5. Assume that E is a Banach space such that D((-A)a) c E <-> X

for some a, 0 < a < 1. Then AE is the generator of a ß-times integrated

semigroup whenever ß > a.

Proof. We shall follow the proof of [5].

First of all, the family U(t) = Y(ß)~x j'(t-s)ß-xT(s)x ds, / > 0, is a family

of bounded linear operators on D((-A)a) and E by Lemma 2.4 and the closed

graph theorem. We keep the same notation for the corresponding families in

all the spaces X, E, and D((-A)a). We shall denote the norm in D((-A)a)
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by || • ||a . From the introduction, it follows that actually D((-A)a) •-* E <-► X.

In the following calculations, K will be a generic constant.

r(ß)-l\\U(r)x\\E<K\\U(T)x\\a

= K\\(-A)aU(x)x\\
I roo
\s-lim       ra-x(T(t)-I)U(x)xdt
I        e^O JE

/•OO

<K       ra-x\\(T(t)-I)U(x)x\\dt
Jo

< k j ji1 r"-!||(r(f) - i)U(x)x\\ dt + J™ ra-x\\(T(t) - i)U(x)x\\ dt\

< K J I ra-xtß dt + H rQ"' dt f (x - s)ß~x ds \ \\x\\

= K(l+xß)\\x\\.

Hence, \\U(x)x\\E < K(\ + xß)\\x\\ < K(l + xß)\\x\\E .
In particular, the family (U(t))t>o is exponentially bounded in 5f(E).

Continuity: ||C/(t)x - U(s)x\\E < K\\U(x)x - U(s)x\\a. Assume that x £
D((-A)a). Then it is clear that (-A)aU(x)x = U(x)(-A)ax. We further

assume that D((-A)a) is dense in E (see Remark below). Then, by the Banach-

Steinhaus theorem, the family (U(t))t>o is strongly continuous in E.

Generator: (U(t)) is a strongly continuous family on X (the /?-times inte-

grated semigroup generated by A). In X we have

/»oo

(2.4) R(X,A) = Xß       e~MU(t)dt   forA>0.
h

If x £ E, the integral also converges in the topology of E by the strong con-

tinuity and exponential boundedness proved above. Obviously R(X, A)E c E

for all a £ p(A). By [5, Lemma 2.2], X £ p(A) => X £ p(AE) and R(X, A)\E =
R(X, AE). It follows from Definition 2.1 that (U(t)) is the /?-times integrated
semigroup generated by AE .   D

Remarks, (a) We have taken the norm in D((-A)a) to be ||jc||a = ||(-.4)a.x||,

assuming implicitly that A is invertible. Otherwise, the proof still works if we

take the graph norm of (-A)a , namely \\x\\ + \\(-A)ax\\.

(b) In the proof of strong continuity, we assumed that D((-A)a) is dense

in E. This assumption does not hold in the example presented in § 1. In

general, generators of jS-times integrated semigroups are not densely defined.

A proof in the general case can be given using Proposition 2.3 and the dominated

convergence theorem.
Next, we want to extend Theorem 2.5 to the case a > 1 . First we note

that we have the following formula which is a semigroup version of Taylor's

formula:

(2.5)   T(t)x = Y-APx+ [ ^    S)", T(s)Anxds,        x£D(An),  t>0.
f-p! Jo    (n-l)! -
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This formula may be obtained by induction from the remark following

Lemma 2.4. If we assume that 0 £ p(A), then

(2.6)  A~nT(t)x = Y -Ap~nx + Í (?~'?)", T(s)xds,       x £ X, t > 0.

Note that the assumption 0 £ p(A) is not restrictive since perturbation by

multiples of the identity operator preserves the generation property for inte-

grated semigroups (see, e.g., Hieber [13] or Arendt, Neubrander, and Schlot-

terbeck [5]). We shall further make the assumption that R(X, A)E c E for

X £ p(A).

Corollary 2.6. Let n > 1 and 0 < a < 1, and let E be a Banach space such

that D((-A)n+a) c E <-» X. Assume that R(X, A)E c E for X e p(A). Then
AE generates an (n + ß)-times integrated semigroup for ß > a.

Proof. Set
/"' (t-s)n+ß~x

^ = ll>TFr(îMs'     xeX-

From formula (2.6) we have

A~" I {1îwrns)xds=SWx+§ ?. Í (jjwfs' dsA""x

which we rewrite as

sm=A~ÍÍ {Lwr mxds - % ?. Í {-LmLs' isA""x ■

From Lemma 2.4, we deduce that for x £ X,

A-" £ {t~rS^~lT(s)x ds £ D((-A)n+a)

if 0 < a < ß < 1. The condition R(X, A)E c E implies that (S(t)) is a
family of bounded linear operators in E. The proof then continues as that of

Theorem 2.5.   D

3. Second-order equations

In this section, we derive results analogous to those of the previous section
for second-order linear differential equations. We have already recalled the fun-

damental facts on integrated cosine functions. In order to obtain interpolation
results, we need here an analogue of Proposition 2.3 (see Hoppe [15, Theorem

2.7]). Let Ca:= l0°°r2a-x(cost-l)dt.

Theorem 3.1. Assume that A generates a uniformly bounded cosine function

(C(t)) in X. Let 0 < a < 1 and x £ X. Then

(3.1)
1    f°°

x£D((-A)a)   ifand only if s -lim— /    r2a-x(C(t) - I)x dt exists,
£ — 0 Ca  Je

in which case it is equal to -(-A)ax.
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Taylor's formula for Co-semigroups (formula (2.5)) has an equivalent for

operator cosine functions (see Hoppe [15]):

(3.2)
n~x   t2p /"' (t — •j)2"-1

CWx = Y,-^yAPx + l   (2n-l)l CWA"xds>        x£D(A"),  t>0.

We have the following.

Lemma 3.2. Let x > 0, x £ X. We put Uß(x)x := j0T(x - s)2ß~xC(s)xds.

Then if 0 < a < ß < 1, Uß(x)x £ D((-A)a).

The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.4, and we omit it.

From formula (3.2), we obtain

Proposition 3.3. Assume that A generates a cosine function in X. Let n £
N, and let E be a Banach space such that D(An) c E <-+ X. Assume that

R(X,A)E c E for X £ p(A) (if n > 1). Then AE generates a 2n-times
integrated cosine function in E.

This proposition was obtained in a slightly different formulation by Cio-

ranescu and Henriquez [7]. Using Lemma 3.2 and the scheme of the proof of
Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.6, we obtain the following.

Theorem 3.4. Let n > 0 and 0 < a < I, and let E be a Banach space such
that D((-A)n+a) cE^X.Ifn>l, assume further that R(X, A)E c E for
X £ p(A). Then AE generates a 2(zz + ß)-times integrated cosine function in E

for ß > a.

Remark. One may ask if in Lemmas 2.4 and 3.2 the case a — ß is admissi-

ble. This will have as a consequence that we also admit a = ß in Theorem

2.5, Corollary 2.6, and Theorem 3.4. Actually, this is not always the case (see

Fattorini [10, p. 86] for a counterexample). In order that this should be true

for cosine operator functions and for a — \ , Fattorini introduces the following
condition (F):

(F)       S(t)X c D((-A)x'2)   and   (-A)xl2S(t) is strongly continuous

where S(t)x - ¡0' C(s)xds, t>0, x £ X, is the sine function associated with

(C(t)).
He then proves, using the Hilbert transform, that condition (F) is always

satisfied if X = L"(Q), 1 < p < cx>.
In the next section, we shall prove in a particular instance that one can admit

a = ß in the aforementioned theorems.

4. Applications

For the applications we have in view, we prove the following theorem. The

ingredients of the proof are the spectral theorem and a classical estimate on the

incomplete gamma function.

Theorem 4.1. Let A be a normal operator in a Hilbert space H. Assume that

A is the generator of a uniformly bounded Co-semigroup (T(t)).
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For 0 < a < I, let S(t)x = /„'((/ - s)a~x/T(a))T(s)xds. Then S(t)H c

D((-A)a) and (-A)aS(t) is strongly continuous.

Consequently, if E is a Banach space with D((-A)a) c E <-* H, then AE is

the generator of an a-times integrated semigroup.

Proof. Using the spectral theorem (multiplication operator-valued form), we

may assume that H - L2(Q, p), where (Q, p) is a measure space. Then

(4.1)
D(A) = {f£H, m-f£H}   and   Af(x) = m(x)f(x)   for f £ D(A),

where m: Q -» C is a measurable function satisfyingRe(m(x)) < 0 almost

everywhere in Q. It follows that (T(t)f)(x) = e''m^f(x), f e H. For

0 < a < 1,

(A 2) D((-Af) = {f£H,  (-m(x))a-f(x)£H},

(-A)af(x) = (-m(x))af(x)   for / £ D((-A)a),

where the determination of (-m(x))a is conveniently chosen (see Fattorini [10,

Chapter 3] for the definition of the fractional power).

Furthermore, the integrated semigroup T(a)-1 J0'(t - s)a~x T(s) ds is the op-

erator of multiplication by r(a)-1 /0'(i - s)a~xesm^ ds. It remains to prove

I r'
(4.3) ess-sup \(-m(x))ar(a)-x / (t - s)a-xesm(x) ds

xgq Jo
< CO,

xea

(4.4)

(-zn(x))ar(a)_1 [ (t- s)a-xesm(x)f(x) ds is strongly continuous in H.
Jo

The estimate (4.3) follows from Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [12, formula 8.357,
p. 942]. The continuity condition (4.4) then follows by the dominated conver-

gence theorem.   D

We want to apply the preceding results to elliptic operators. First we fix some

notations. Let Qcl" be open and (a¡j(x)), 1 < i, j < N be real-valued

functions belonging to W^¿2(£1) and such that a¡j = a,, (see [8, Chapter 1]).

We assume that there are two positive constants X and p such that the following

ellipticity condition is satisfied.

(4.5)   0<a|^|2<    Y,   au(x)ViVj< ß\v\\       veC^O}, a.e.infi.
l<iJ<N

Consider the two nonnegative symmetric quadratic forms a and b :

a:Hl(Çl)xHl(Q)^C,

.       .        t-^    {    ,  .du    dv
a(u,v)=    £     [^(x)

and

/3://01(Q)x//01(£2)^C,

b(U,v)= y ("üWdT-'dr)
!<,.,< NX aX'     aX"L2M
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Concerning the quadratic form a and the associated operator, throughout we

shall assume that Q has a C1-boundary. No regularity condition on ¡Q is re-
quired for b. Let ANe and A- be the maximal monotone operators associated

with a and b respectively in L2(Q). Due to the symmetry assumption they

are selfadjoint. Actually they are associated with the Neumann and Dirichlet

boundary conditions respectively. The operators -A^e and -A- are gener-

ators of holomorphic semigroups of angle f in L2(Q). They also generate

uniformly bounded cosine operator functions (see also Fattorini [10]). We as-

sume that Q has bounded measure. Then for p > 2 we denote by Ap the

realization of Af or A%e in LP (SÏ) and if 1 < p < 2, we define Ap as the

adjoint of Aq with p~x + q~x — 1. For p < oo, -Ap is the generator of a

holomorphic semigroup of angle § in LP(Q). Under the above hypotheses, it

was proved in Arendt [3] that if a = f |£ -±|, then D((-A2)a) C IP (SI) (com-

pare with [8] where the case of D((-A)1/2) is treated). The proof of this result

uses the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem. Combining this and Theorem

4.1 yields

Theorem 4.2. If 1 < p < oo, the operator iAp is the generator of an a-times

integrated semigroup in LP(Q) for any a satisfying a> ylj - }| •

This theorem was proved by Arendt [2] for a £ N and for a £ R, a >

j\j - i|, the result was established by El Mennaoui [9, Theorem 6.6, p. 52], us-

ing the Gaussian estimates on heat kernels from [8] and the Phragmen-Lindelöf
theorem. Actually, El Mennaoui proves this as an application of a result of his

on boundary values of holomorphic semigroups.

As for the wave equation we have the following result.

Theorem 4.3. Under the above assumptions, if I < p < oo, the operator -Ap

is the generator of an a-times integrated cosine function in Lp(iï) for any a

satisfying a> N\j- j¡\.

This theorem has been considered by Cioranescu and Henriquez [7] for a £
N.
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